Guided wave in plate propagates like shear waves and Lamb waves. Both kinds are very dispersive waves. Generation and analysis of dispersion curves is very important. Those are used to predict and describe the relation between frequency, thickness with phase velocity, group velocity and wave mode. For a stainless steel plate with thickness 5.89 mm we built dispersion curves for shear and Lamb waves. A method based on peak frequency shifts of the shear waves along with the thickness was applied. In line with dispersion curves of shear waves phase velocity was seen that mode of waves translate in some points, have experiment performance much better than other points.
Introduction
Low frequency ultrasonic waves propagate in long distance in the league (meters compared to millimeters in conventional techniques in UT), with small loss of energy, which are called "directed waves" (guided wave).
Guided waves monitor large areas from a single position even when the objects are not fully physically accessible, and they propagate standing localized between surfaces of a thin-walled structure, and even it is curved. These properties make them important for the ultrasonic control of facilities of special importance as airplanes, helicopters, spaceship, pressure vessels, and oil deposits. A very important use of guided waves is in the control of oil and gas pipelines and heat city systems regardless of their underground or underwater location [1] .
Guided waves are cited as elastic waves that propagate in the samples where the axial dimension is many times greater than the dimensions of the section. The energy of these waves is guided from the boundaries of the sample with the environment, or other materials [2] .
For each object's form and for any combination of dimensions (e.g. section size or the internal and external diameter), there is now a unique set of wave dissemination or the wave's mode. Any one of these wave's mode will be propagate with a set pattern, known as the shape of the mode [3] .
The changing of the wave mode frequency is associated with the change of shape of the mode, phase's velocity, group's velocity. In order to predict the relation between frequency, the thickness of the structure and other parameters mentioned above there are used dispersion curves (so called because the change of the frequency brings the change of wave velocity and vibrations tent to disperse during the spread). The data in these curves are used to do the tests controlling the structures, ranging from defining the generating equipment parameters of the guided waves in the structures until the final calculations [4].
Overview of the Propagation of the Guided Waves in the Plan Structures
The simple forms of ultrasonic guided waves in plan structures are shear (transversal) waves. Movement of particles to the shear wave polarized parallel to the surface of the flat structure and perpendicular to the direction of the spread of the wave. Shear waves appear symmetrical or asymmetrical. All modes are dispersive with exception of the base mode of the spread.
Lamb waves are guided waves the most complicated ones that propagate in a structure. Lamb waves propagate according to two basic wave mode, symmetric Lamb wave S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , and non-symmetric Lamb wave A 0 , A 1 , A 2 , both are dispersive types. Greater value of f ·d causes bigger number of the Lamb wave's modes that exist si-multaneously. For small values of the product f·d may exist only the basic mode Lamb wave (symmetrical and asymmetrical S 0 , A 0 ) [5] .
Spread of the Guided Wave Run in Plate
Structures (Mathematical Formalism)
In an elastic isotropic environment, waves propagate freely in all directions. Using the 3D elasticity theory in which the vector equation of the movement according Navier's equations is [6] :
λ and μ are Lame constants, ρ is mass density, and u is the displacement vector. Displacement vector in solid bodies is given in function of the two potential functions, a scalar potential Φ and a vector potential
Rewrite the vector equation of movement by using the Equation (2), it is benefited the equation of the wave for potential scalar function Φ and vector potential H . 
where the potential scalar propagates with c p , longitudinal wave speed, and vector potential propagate with c s , shear wave speed. Recognize 3-D waves with straight crested. In straightcrested waves, the wave front is parallel to the axis z and the wave spread along z does not change (Figure 1 ). All the functions included in the analysis do not depend on z and the normal wave front will be perpendicular to the axis z, where is the unit vector of z axis so, Replacement of Equation (4) to (2) shows that displacement has components in all three directions (x, y, z),
The equation of wave for potentials scalar function Φ, H x , H y , H z which satisfy the above conditions become,
For a plate sample with upper and lower surface without tension, set y = ±d (Figure 2 ), lied to infinity in directions x and z, government equations which satisfy the scalar and vector potential functions of the waves are,
Replacement in these governing equations the scalar and vector functions of the wave (6) leads us in the form of Equation (8) 
where
stants M till V determined by considering free surface from constraints, which leads us to the Equation (10) Analyzing (10) shows that both types of shear and Lamb waves can be generated from the same set of Equations. The first two couples correspond to symmetric and asymmetric Lamb waves, and last two couples correspond to symmetric and asymmetric shear waves.
So to thickness, there are present Lamb waves, S n and A n , where n = 0, 1, 2, … , n etc. For high frequencies, and A 0 , S 0 Lamb waves become Rayleigh surface waves, which lie on the upper and lower surfaces of plate structure.
Relation of Wave Speed versus
Frequency Thickness (Dispersion Curves)
Lamb waves are highly dispersive (phase velocity varies significantly with the change of frequency). However, S 0 wave for low values of the frequency-thickness product shows small dispersion.
In addition to finding a nontrivial solution, homogeneous Equation (9) should have the determinant of the set of the matrix coefficients equal to zero. The determinant can be expressed as the product of four smaller determinants which correspond to couple coefficients (M, V), (N, R), (T, L) (K, P).
Techniques of the Guided Wave Generation at the Dispersion Curves
These equations are solved numerically allowing the determination of the possible guided waves. Any solution of the characteristic equation, defines a specific value of the wave number ξ, and so the wave velocity c. Find of the solutions leads to the relation of phase velocity versus frequency or frequency thickness. These values are presented in the form of dispersion curve [6] .
There are used two techniques for the generation of guided waves the first one is with the angular probe where the energy within the structure can be calculated through Snellit's law. Every angle of probe defines one horizontal activation line in dispersion curves graphs (Figure 4, dot horizontal lines) . By changing the frequency becomes possible the activation of the wave's modes along these horizontal lines.
For Lamb waves there are constructed dispersion curves of the phase velocity (Figure 3) . For low values of the frequency-thickness product, there are only two types of Lamb waves: S 0 , which is symmetric Lamb wave and it is similar to longitudinal waves, and A 0 , which is an asymmetric Lamb wave and it is similar to bending waves.
The second technique is realized with a comb probe where the spaces between the elements determine the slope of activation line graphs of the dispersion curve. The line is shown for a particular space, under which, by changing the frequency move along its beginning at the origin (Figure 4 , continuous slope line, λ = V/f). It is For high values of the product of frequency multiplied 
possible to change the slope of line through change of the space, or by using some delay elements in the probe comb. In both techniques, maximum amplitude can be reached where the activation lines suspend the mode of the waves [7] .
Direct Method of Testing a Planar Structure with Guided Waves
Test consists on thickness control of a reference plate with known thickness 5.89 mm, material, by using direct method [8] . The transducer shear horizontal Emat [9] (electromagnetic transducer) with wavelengths' λ = 12 mm, the ultrasonic device Epoch 4b. There are generated the dispersion curves for Lamb waves and shear waves for the stainless steel plate which are illustrated in Figure 5 for phase velocity and group velocity versus frequency-thickness product. Dispersion curves for Lamb waves are shown in Figure 6 . Length of wave to shear wave is fixed through Emat magnet probe, which produces an activation line to the dispersion curves of the phase velocity versus frequency·thickness product, slope line is shown to Figure  5(b) . The slope of activation line is determined by wavelength of the transducer.
When the activation line permeates the dispersion curve of the phase of velocity will be noted a maximum in amplitude. The corresponding frequency is called "peak frequency".
A tone-burst function generator that performs a frequency sweep was used to do the thickness measurement. The amplitudes of the received signals were recorded as the frequencies were swept from low to high. Figure 7 shows the results of frequency sweeping.
Mode n0 is not dispersive and independent of the thickness changes, so peak frequency in n0 mode of the wave is non-changeable for the entire structure, this quality makes this wave mode unsuitable to measure the thickness. n0 peak frequency is determined by the wavelength for the Emat transducer and phase velocity, which is also the shear wave velocity in the material and it, is determined by the properties of the material.
This has value because it can be used to see clearly to what kind of wave belongs a peak frequency.
As example, in an experiment by changing the frequency can not be predict the peak frequency value for nl, n2 or other types, but we are able to understand the wave mode by comparing peak frequency with fixed frequency of n0 (Figure 7) .
If this peak frequency is the first one observed after n0, it should belong to nl mode of the wave; if is the second peak frequency it belongs to n2 mode wave and so on. By recognizing the value of peak frequency and wavelength, the phase velocity can be calculated as product of peak frequency with wavelength.
Then the values of the product fd (frequency-thickness) can be determined by the phase velocity versus the fd to the dispersion curve as it shows Figure 5(b) , by calculating the value of phase velocity and known wave mode. The error for the n1 is bigger than the others measurements. The other errors are about 1% -1.5%. Greater dispersion of the dispersive curves brings smaller generated error by determination of fd in relation to phase velocity. For nl mode, the curve is less dispersive at the point of meeting with the line of activation, from where is explained the big error. So in high mode there is greater accuracy in measuring of the thickness.
Conclusions
Direct method based on achieving peak frequency of shear waves is applied in assessing the thickness of steel non-oxidizing material plate. Algorithm is built for automated drawing of dispersion curves of phase velocity and group speed, the Lamb waves and shear waves. Interpretation of experimental results verifies the below results:  the generation of the guided waves occurs only at points of dispersion curves and not in the points between them;  there is distinction between modes of the waves, in terms of improving the reception, sensitivity and power penetration. A good performance of experiments is achieved selecting carefully the phase velocity and frequency;  n0 mode is useful to see clearly to what kind of wave belongs a peak frequency;  nl, n2 mode and other types mentioned above can be applied effectively in the evaluation of third parameter (thickness of the planar structures);  greater dispersion of the dispersive curves brings smaller generated error by determination of f·d in relation to phase velocity.
